USGS Knowledge Management Framework Components & Relationships

USGS Knowledge Management Framework (KMF)

consists of

Information & Knowledge Resources
are created & managed using

Function-specific Tools & Services (KM-Toolkit)
are accessed & shared via

Multi-purpose Websites & Services

organized as

including personal & community tools for

Document Management (DM) System
including

document management
workflow development
bookmark sharing

Other "Knowledgebases" (KBs)
community-contributed & shared resources

citation management
ontology development

community working documents

"semantic resources" gazetteers ontologies
such as
documentation glossaries thesauri
citations presentations web links

metadata repositories (RMR)
web services
registries & catalogs
databases

mark up language ( ML )
standards

scholarly articles & studies
manuals & technical instructions

other reports, studies, etc.

communication & outreach materials

metadata standards

"best practices" guides
tutorials

FAQs

tutorialing
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